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Platform   
	Overview
	
	
Lepide Auditor 
	
	
Auditing and Reporting
Monitor, audit and report on changes and interactions with platforms, files and folders across your on-premises and cloud environment.

Learn more
	
On-Premise & Cloud Platforms We Audit	

	
	Windows Active Directory
	Windows File Server
	Exchange Auditing
	SQL Server
	SharePoint


	Microsoft Office 365
	Amazon S3
	Dropbox
	G Suite
	More...






	
Lepide Detect 
	
	
Detect and Respond to Threats
Intelligent threat detection through real time alerts, anomaly spotting and automated threat response.

Learn more	
	
Features		

	
	[image: Threat Detection] Threat Detection Anomaly spotting and real time alerts.
	[image: Threat Response] Threat Response Automated actions based on alerts.







	
Lepide Trust 
	
	
Implement Zero Trust
Instant visibility on permission changes, spot users with excessive permissions and reverse unwanted changes.
 
Learn more
	
Features	

	
	[image: Risk Analysis] Risk Analysis Identify areas of risk and govern access to sensitive data.
	[image: Permissions Analysis] Permissions Analysis 
Analyze changes, and review current and historic permissions.

	




	
Lepide Identify 
	
	
Locate and Classify Sensitive Data and PII
Data classification adds context to your security efforts. E-Discovery helps to speed up privacy and data subject access requests.
 
Learn more
	
Features	

	
	[image: Data Classification] Data Classification Discover and Classify data on-premise and in the cloud.
	[image: eDiscovery] eDiscovery 
Speed up privacy and data subject access requests with eDiscovery.

	




	
	In-Browser Demo
	How It Works
	SIEM Integration
	Platforms We Support
	Free Risk Assessment



	
Solutions  
	
Identity Access Management 
	
	Active Directory Security
	Active Directory Self Service
	Manage Inactive AD Accounts
	AD Password Expiry Notifications
	Privileged Access Management
	Track Account Lockouts






	
Data Security 
	

	
	DSPM
	Data Classification
	Data Access Governance
	Compromised Users
	Data Breaches
	Data Loss Prevention



	Insider Threats
	Microsoft 365 Security
	Remote Worker Security
	Ransomware Protection
	Zero Trust








	
Compliance 
	

	
	CMMC
	CJIS
	SOX
	ISO
	CCPA
	GDPR


	GLBA
	FISMA
	HIPAA
	PCI DSS
	DSARs
	More...







	
	
Industry 
	
	Finance/Banking
	 Education 
	Healthcare
	Public Sector
	Technology






	
IT Management 
	
	Manage Event Logs 
	Restore Deleted Objects
	Rollback Unwanted Changes
	Session Recording 
	Server Health Check
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	Case Studies
	Careers
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Resources  
	Product Documentation
	Product Video Guides
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	eBooks
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	Blog
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Data Access Governance Solution



Better govern access to sensitive unstructured data, enforce zero-trust, and demonstrate compliance with the Lepide Data Security Platform.
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Or Deploy With Our Virtual Appliance





  




 
Launch our brand new in-browser demo
		
	



[image: Thousands of companies use Lepide to protect their data and detect threats]
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Data Access Governance Software

The modern attack surface is expanding every day as employees join, leave, and move roles within the business. This often causes access rights to sprawl out of control, leading to increased risk. Our Data Access Governance software enables you to identify where your sensitive data is, see who has access to it, how access is being granted, spot users with excessive permissions, and monitor user behavior.
	










[image: Classify Sensitive Data - icon]
Classify Sensitive Data
Determine where your sensitive data is and why it is sensitive. Tag, classify and score that data based on the content.





[image: Stop Unauthorized Access - icon]
Stop Unauthorized Access
Find out who has access to your data and how it was granted, and reverse excessive permissions from within the solution.






[image: Monitor User Behavior - icon]

Monitor User Behavior
Find out what your users are doing with your data and whether the changes they are making are affecting your security.









[image: Detect Anomalies - icon]
Detect Anomalies
Get instant notifications when users are making changes they have never made before, including single point anomalies.





[image: Detailed Pre-Set Reports - Detailed Pre-Set Reports]
Detailed Pre-Set Reports
Hundreds of pre-set reports related specifically to security and data access governance challenges.





[image: Real Time Alerting - icon]
Real Time Alerting
Get alerts delivered straight to your inbox or mobile when potentially harmful changes are being made.







	

	











Want to see it in action?
	
Take a virtual tour of the Lepide Data Security Platform in our web-based demo. See how Lepide aligns with your use case, whether it be ransomware, Active Directory security, Microsoft 365 security, data protection, data access governance or more. 

Launch in-browser demo		








[image: In-Browser Demo - image]
	

	



	

	



	


[image: Spot and Remediate Excessive Permissions - screenshot]





Spot and Remediate Excessive Permissions

When permission changes are made that could lead to unauthorized or unnecessary access to sensitive data, your potential attack surface and risk of data breaches increases. With Lepide, you can spot these permission changes and reverse the change from within the solution itself.

Lepide also automatically detects users with excessive permissions to help you speed up and streamline remediation.











	



[image: Get Visibility Over Anomalous User Behavior - screenshot]





Get Visibility Over Anomalous User Behavior

With our intelligent anomaly spotting you can detect and react to user behavior that may be putting you at risk of security breaches. Lepide can detect single point anomalies and enables you to action automated threat response templates to help shut down threats before they cause irreparable damage.













	



	



	
What Else Does the Lepide Data Access Governance Software Do?








		








View All Your Most Sensitive Files and Folders in a Single, Flexible Report





A single report displays all your sensitive files and folders and allows you to filter, search or group for easy interrogation of the data. This feature of Lepide Data Security Platform enables you to add context to the raw data Microsoft provides and helps satisfy compliance audits. The data collected from multiple storage locations is then consolidated and centrally stored for multilocation reporting capabilities.
	
	







[image: View All Your Most Sensitive Files and Folders in a Single, Flexible Report - screenshot]
	

	





		
Spot Potential Data Breaches






With just a simple right click, you can instantly create alerts to track critical changes to a sensitive file or folder. Our threshold-based alerting allows you to create alerts if a group of conditions are met. You can apply contextual filters, so you only receive alerts around your most sensitive files. Get instant notifications when files are copied, moved, deleted, modified and renamed – or if permissions are modified. Alert when sensitive files are accessed, or access attempts have been made over a period of time. Determine which files and folders are utilized by which users and when.








[image: Spot Potential Data Breaches - screenshot]
	

	





	
Run Detailed Reports on User Behavior






With multiple predefined reports and intuitive report builders around you unstructured data, we’re able to schedule a report with multiple filters and a range of reporting options based upon either one, a few of or all the files that contain sensitive data. These reports can be scheduled to be automatically delivered to a user of your choice via email; enabling you to automate the delivery of the report to either the data owner, your DPO, a compliance officer or Information Security Manager. Reports have been specifically designed for security and compliance mandates such as PCI, GDPR, SOX, HIPAA and more.
	







[image: Run Detailed Reports on User Behavior - screenshot]
	

		






	
Easily Manipulate Reports on Sensitive Data







With our flexible reporting platform, you’re able to drag, drop and group reports by either classification type (i.e. Credit Card, PII) by data owner, by last accessed date or a combination of multiple filters. You can then easily search, or sort, based on text or wild cards. You may have multiple classification rules configured and data tagged with different severity levels to help you adhere to specific compliance regulations or security policies. This will then help you sort the data based upon the compliance requirement you are working towards with flexible reporting around your most sensitive files.
	







[image: Easily Manipulate Reports on Sensitive Data - screenshot]
	

	

		



	
View Who Has Permissions to Your Sensitive Data






Being able to determine current permissions in your File Server helps to ensure that only the right users have access to the right data – which will enable you to enforce a Policy of Least Privilege. Lepide Data Security Platform enables you to easily uncover and visualize who currently has which permissions to your most sensitive files and folders by comparing applied NTFS and Share Permissions.
	
	



	



[image: View Who Has Permissions to Your Sensitive Data - screenshot]


	

	



	

	


	








	
Visualize the Structure of Your Access Rights






Using the permissions exploration feature, determine by what means and method the access was granted to this data, who granted the access levels and when. A simple way of helping to reduce the risks of permission sprawl on your most important files and folders. This means that, if a user is given excessive permissions to sensitive data (either directly inherited from a parent directory or applied through group membership), you are able to easily identify the effective permissions and the complete scope as to how these permissions are being granted.








[image: Visualize the Structure of Your Access Rights - screenshot]
		

	





		
Compare Historical Permissions






Once installed, you will be able to create snapshots of current permissions to allow you to keep a track of historical permissions and compare them with just a few clicks. This gives a complete view of permission evolution through time. Understanding what permissions were applied to sensitive data in the past, what those permissions are today and how the permissions have evolved through that designated window of time.








[image: Compare Historical Permissions - screenshot]
	







See What Users and Groups have Access to






Pick a user or a group and easily drill down to see exactly which files and folders this user can access. You can also see the permission levels that apply to the specific files and folders to help you maintain control of the levels of permissions to your critical data.
	







[image: See What Users and Groups have Access to - screenshot]
	

	





	
Identify Data ‘At Risk’ By Showing Current Open Shares







A simple report enables you to see a list of all the open shares that exist within your environment, along with the files and folders that reside within them to help ensure you can spot data that is over exposed and needs to be secured down.
	







[image: Identify Data ‘At Risk’ By Showing Current Open Shares - screenshot]
	

		

	



	

	

	


See how the Lepide Data Security Platform aligns with your Data Access Governance project	

Download the guide








Our Success Stories



	
Western Connecticut Health Network	
Lepide is straightforward to use and effective right off the bat. Plus, the level of patience, attentiveness and technical knowhow is far beyond most support and sales teams I’ve seen before.

[image: Ratings]
Drayke Jackson Security Engineer
[image: Drayke Jackson]


	
Edinburgh Napier University	
We chose Lepide as they were able to offer us threat detection and response, and a way of separating out reporting duties to a web console – all from one platform.


[image: Ratings]
Kevin Gallagher  Senior Systems Administrator
[image: Kevin Gallagher]


	
City of 

Danville	
Lepide is a perfect fit for our IT Security and Compliance requirements. It helps us cut out a lot of wasted time and money and now we know we can be compliant with industry standards.
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Agnel Dsilva  Information Technology Administrator
[image: Agnel Dsilva]
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